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Introduction of the project
COGNOS project aims to contribute to the EU2020 strategy, improving the level of key
competences and skills, with particular regard to their relevance for the labour market and
their contribution to a cohesive society through the development of basic skills (specially
literacy and digital skills) in adult education and contributing to reduce the low skilled adults
who are in in risk of social exclusion. For that, we have developed an open, flexible and
innovative learning pathway on literacy and digital competences, based on intergenerational
learning communities, in which younger people will be adults’ trainers.
The methodology applied for the COGNOS project is Mentoring, as a collaborative
methodology, allows a necessary bridge between different generation that coexist in the
society, generations who use different learning ways and different learning methodologies
and who have different approach about relationships and how communicate. Till now, this
methodology has been used in informal and non-formal learning initiatives, in which the
mentor is an adult (usually a senior) and mentee is a young person.
COGNOS project has been the first attempt at European level in which mentoring process
has converted into a formal training tool and design a specific and tailored training program.
Now, the mentoring process has been a big step forward in the promotion of informal
methodologies in a formal way. We have proposed a mentoring methodology that has been
defined with scientific and pedagogical rigor, structured in a Training pathway (from a
modular approach and based on EFQ).
The main outputs from COGNOS have been:
 A Methodological handbook for trainers and facilitators (to support trainer interested
in promote intergenerational learning processes in adult education)
 Guidelines for intergeneration trainer, focused on the adult who is interested in
training methodologies based on intergenerational mentoring.
 A guide for young mentors, which offer a new version about mentoring process to
young people.
COGNOS project proposes a learning scenario, in which the learning object is the applied
knowledge articled in a common interest centre for all participating generations. We are
talking about tandems or teams in “virtual” or “face to face” interactions, which target
specific learning objectives and create learning communities. The trainer/facilitator role
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changes and it can be assumed by each of the community members, being all participants
learning facilitators.
The adult seniors will provide their experience in life, they compromise with some principles,
while Youngsters will provide their capacity to understand and use new situations and
technological developments.
Thus,

the

intergenerational

learning

through

learning

communities



Encourages the social inclusion, giving a new meaning to the social relationship;



Promotes the adult learning, motivating adults to improve their skills and
competences;



Offers opportunities to adults to be active apprentices in the community;

 Increases curiosity discovering new realities: senior adults will be motivated to
acquire new knowledge to be active at social level and in the labour market; and
Youngers could access to the social memory and knowledge.
The project has also promoted a set of European policies and a framework for action namely
the development of the learning training strategy at European level. This learning training
strategy has been based on European curricula on basic skills, a common curriculum that
would be easily implemented in any country or region at European level. Nowadays, there is
no normative and training frameworks to develop the basic skills. Being so, the basic skills
(normative framework, inclusion in training curricula, etc.) differs from one European
country to another. That is the reason why this curricula has also contributed to the
standardization of the activities to develop the basic skills at European level.
EU2020 strategy is a new pillar for European development. The development of basic
competences has special mention in the strategy implementation, supporting the access of
the adults to learning and training activities, and helping achieve the objectives of the 15%
by 2020 of Adults on training activities.
To sum up, COGNOS has not only improved basic skills and motivation for learning, but it
also has improved the social dimension of the training and education at European level.
According to the Commission recommendations about the social dimension of the training
and education at European level, COGNOS project supports the acquisition of basic skills
improving the citizen’s employability, social inclusion and personal fulfilment.
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Presentation of the project team
The Partnership:

Promoter:
FUNDACION JUAN DE LOS TOYOS – Spain
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1. Introduction to the Handbook
In short this handbook provides methodological instructions on implementing generational
learning in a European context.
In general, the manual consist of practical guidelines for trainers, terminology and methods,
good advice and common mistakes and some practical examples of using the toolbox. The
following pages will offer an insight into the trainer´s skills. This document will provide some
examples of tools that focuses on the two identified areas the participants rated as the most
important, i.e. literacy and ICT skills.
COGNOS has designed a specific and tailored training program that proposes a learning
scenario, in which the learning object is the applied knowledge articled in a common interest
centre for all participants’ generations.
Now, the mentoring process will be a big step forward in the promotion of informal
methodologies in a formal way. We propose a mentoring methodology that will be defined
with scientific and pedagogical rigor, structured in a Training pathway.
The adult seniors will provide their experience in life, they compromise with some principles,
while Youngsters will provide their capacity to understand and use new situations and
technological developments.
This with the aim of intergenerational learning to encourage social inclusion and social
development for the individuals and the community, to promote adult learning and enhance
the drive for discovering new things and ideas.
Training itinerary could be defined as the pathway in which we can acquires some specific
competences to develop a specific job position or a concrete task. It' will be structured in
different training modules. The modules will have a modular nature and each of them will
have a specific learning pedagogy.
In the case of COGNOS project we have based our training pathway in four key elements:
1. It focuses on adults with low basic competences who are in risk of social exclusion;
2. The reference is the EFQ;
3. The pedagogical approach is reverse intergenerational mentoring process;
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4. It supports not only basic competences for life but also basic competences to help
improve the employability of these collective.
The pathway focuses on literacy and digital basic competences.
The handbook is meant to serve as a foundation for the two integrated products of the
COCNOS-project, Intergenerational Trainers’ manual on how to take part in training
activities and Learner guide. What and how to learn. These are briefly described below with
regards of target group and content.

1.1. Intergenerational Trainers’ manual on how take part in training activities
Addressed to senior mentees-mentors (intergenerational facilitators) this guide supports
them in the learning experience, being mentor and mentees.
This guide for senior mentees is intended to train the future mentees about mentoring, and
especially in this reverse mentoring process.
The guide has the following objectives:
1. Provide learning to seniors mentees;
2. Raise awareness about mentoring process;
3. Promote mentoring among adults;
4. Boost the participation of adults in training activities;
5. Encourage the principle of participation in the active life and active citizenship.

1.2. Guide for young mentors. What and how to learn?
Addressed to young mentors this manual supports them in the learning experience, being
mentor and mentees.
The guide for young mentors is intended to train the future young mentors about
mentoring, and especially in this reverse mentoring process.
The guide has the following objectives:
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1. Provide learning to young future mentors;
2. Raise awareness about mentoring process;
3. Promote mentoring among young people;
4. Encourage the principle of participation in the active life.

1.3. Intergenerational learning
Much of the intergenerational learning takes place spontaneously when we speak with our
grandparents or older friends in our families. This learning usually occurs in informal
contexts and is motivated by the people’s needs and interests. But it is also possible to
generate intergenerational learning contexts through more organized and planned activities.
In this regard, intergenerational learning should go further than the structured intervening
programs.
It includes social and institutional policies, cultural and community practices and efforts to
configure the environment to boost intergenerational commitment. Therefore,
intergenerational learning:



Is linked with the interdependence and reciprocity that should exist between groups of
different ages and ways of seeing life.
Is important to do joint activities and grow together, that is, it is something more than a
simple interaction.

The term intergenerational learning involves the participation of members from two or more
generations in learning activities. Intergenerational programs contribute to:





Both young and old share experiences benefiting both generations
Stimulate links between the generations
Encourage cultural exchange and provide systems for social support
Generate empathy between people of different ages, underlining the positive elements of
each group. In this way, people might gain new experiences.

Form communities with greater cohesion; from the social point of view, it is integrating as we
develop resources that might be used by the elder and by the young people.
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1.4. Mentoring in short
“Mentoring is a term generally used to describe a relationship between a less experienced
individual, called a mentee or protégé, and a more experienced individual known as a
mentor. Traditionally, mentoring is viewed as a dyadic, face-to-face, long-term relationship
between a supervisory adult and a novice student that fosters the mentee’s professional,
academic, or personal development. It is important to acknowledge that the term “mentor”
is borrowed from the male guide, Mentor, in Greek mythology, and this historical context
has informed traditional manifestations of mentoring.”
Source: http://ehrweb.aaas.org/sciMentoring/Mentor_Definitions_Packard.pdf

The aim of mentoring programmes is, most often, to empower people through the provision
of knowledge and competences, and thus improve their greater civic participation and
personal development.
One of the key roles of a Mentor is to provide the Mentee with necessary advice and general
guidance. The Mentor does not only advise the Mentee but also listens and acts as a
sounding board by providing a space to talk in confidence about challenges and barriers
which are encountered by the Mentee. Mentors also help the Mentees in identifying and
addressing the gaps in their knowledge, skills and competences in order to facilitate their
self-development.
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2. Description of the competence map
In a competence map, curriculum content is described in terms of interrelated competencies
rather than in terms of fragmented or disassociated knowledge, skills and attitudes.
Competence maps typically consist of three parts:


The first part contains competence descriptions, which provide detailed information
about each competency that is distinguished in a certain domain or profession. A
competence description may contain information about its output or results, its
relationships with other competencies, the elements making up the competency, and
an example of the competency in practice.



The second part of a competence map consists of a competence framework or figure,
which is a visual summary of the competence descriptions. A competence figure can
be used as an aid to quickly communicate what a competence map is about.



The third part of a competence map contains general information about the domain,
the goal, and definitions used.

KNOWLEDGE
Relates to
information
Cognitive domain
Set of
SKILLS
Relates t o
the ability
to do.
Physical
domain

Attitude
s

COMPETENCE

Relates to
Qualitative
aspects
Personal
Characteristics
or traits

Outstanding
Performance of
Tasks and activities

Fig 1: A competence description may contain information about its output or results, its relationships with other
competencies, the elements making up the competency, and an example of the competency in practice.
Source: image.slidesharecdn.com/competency mapping
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2.1. Literacy
Literacy has always been a collection of cultural and communicative practices shared among
members of particular groups. As society and technology change, so does literacy. Because
technology has increased the intensity and complexity of literate environments, the twentyfirst century demands that a literate person possess a wide range of abilities and
competencies, many literacies. These literacies—from reading online newspapers to
participating in virtual classrooms—are multiple, dynamic, and malleable. As in the past,
they are inextricably linked with particular histories, life possibilities and social trajectories of
individuals and groups.
For most of its history in English, the word ‘literate’ meant to be ‘familiar with literature’ or,
more generally, ‘well educated, learned’. Only since the late nineteenth century it also has
come to refer to the abilities to read and write text, while maintaining its broader meaning
of being ‘knowledgeable or educated in a particular field or fields’.
Below is presented three short definitions, from different organisations, of literacy in our
time.


Literacy is the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, communicate,
compute and use printed and written materials associated with varying contexts.
Literacy involves a continuum of learning in enabling individuals to achieve their
goals, to develop their knowledge and potential, and to participate fully in their
community and wider society. (http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001362/136246e.pdf)



Literacy is using printed and written information to function in society, to achieve
one's goals, and to develop one's knowledge and potential.
(http://www.nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=69 , NAAL National Assessment of Adult Literacy)
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2.1.1. Literacy as skills
Reading, writing and oral skills.
The most common understanding of literacy is that it is a set of tangible skills – particularly
the cognitive skills of reading and writing – that are independent of the context in which
they are acquired and the background of the person who acquires them. Scholars continue
to disagree on the best way to acquire literacy, with some advocating the ‘phonetic’
approach and others‘ reading for meaning’, resulting in what has sometimes been called the
‘reading wars’ (Goodman, 1996).
The emphasis on meaning has recently given way to a ‘scientific’ attention to phonetics,
word recognition, spelling and vocabulary. This approach has lately turned to research in the
cognitive sciences on important features of human memory (e.g. how the brain processes
reading patterns) and to techniques such as phonological awareness training and giving
increasingly faster reading tasks (Abadzi, 2003b).

2.2. Connection to EQF (European Qualifications Framework)
The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) relates the national qualifications systems
and frameworks at all levels in education and training together around a common reference
for the European Union. In practice, it functions as a translation device making national
qualifications more readable abroad. This should help learners and workers wishing to move
between countries or change jobs or move educational institutions at home.
For example, currently an enterprise in Ireland may hesitate to recruit a job applicant from,
say, Hungary, because it does not understand the level of the qualifications presented by the
Hungarian candidate. But once the EQF is fully implemented a Hungarian's certificates will
bear an EQF reference level e.g. level 5, easily compared to Irish qualifications via the EQF
and the Irish qualifications framework.
The core element of the EQF is a set of eight reference levels describing what a learner
knows, understands and is able to do — their ‘learning outcomes’ — regardless of the
system where a particular qualification was acquired. The EQF focuses on learning
outcomes: what a person holding a particular qualification actually knows and is able to do.
This approach is intended:
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to support a better match between the needs of the labour market (for
knowledge, skills and competences) and education and training provision
to facilitate the validation of non-formal and informal learning
to facilitate the transfer and use of qualifications across different countries
and education and training systems.

2.2.1. The levels in the EQF
Each of the 8 levels is defined by a set of descriptors indicating the learning outcomes
relevant to qualifications at that level in any system of qualifications

EQF
Level

Knowledge

Skills

Competence

In the context of EQF,
knowledge is described as
theoretical and/or factual.

In the context of EQF, skills
are described as
cognitive (involving the use
of logical, intuitive and
creative thinking), and
practical (involving manual
dexterity and the use of
methods, materials, tools
and instruments)

In the context of EQF,
competence is described in
terms of responsibility and
autonomy.

Basic general knowledge

Basic skills required to
carry out simple tasks

Work or study under
direct supervision in a
structured context

Level 2

Basic factual knowledge
of a field of work or
study

Basic cognitive and
practical skills required
to use relevant
information in order to
carry out tasks and to
solve routine problems
using simple rules and
tools

Work or study under
supervision with some
autonomy

Level 3

Knowledge of facts,
principles, processes

Level 1

15

A range of cognitive and

Take responsibility for
completion of tasks in
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Knowledge

Skills

Competence

In the context of EQF,
knowledge is described as
theoretical and/or factual.

In the context of EQF, skills
are described as
cognitive (involving the use
of logical, intuitive and
creative thinking), and
practical (involving manual
dexterity and the use of
methods, materials, tools
and instruments)

In the context of EQF,
competence is described in
terms of responsibility and
autonomy.

and general concepts, in
a field of work or study

practical skills required
to accomplish tasks and
solve problems by
selecting and applying
basic methods, tools,
materials and
information

work or study; adapt
own behaviour to
circumstances in solving
problems

Factual and theoretical
knowledge in broad
contexts within a field of
work or study

A range of cognitive and
practical skills required
to generate solutions to
specific problems in a
field of work or study

Exercise selfmanagement within the
guidelines of work or
study contexts that are
usually predictable, but
are subject to change;
supervise the routine
work of others, taking
some responsibility for
the evaluation and
improvement of work or
study activities
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Knowledge

Skills

Competence

In the context of EQF,
knowledge is described as
theoretical and/or factual.

In the context of EQF, skills
are described as
cognitive (involving the use
of logical, intuitive and
creative thinking), and
practical (involving manual
dexterity and the use of
methods, materials, tools
and instruments)

In the context of EQF,
competence is described in
terms of responsibility and
autonomy.

A comprehensive range
of cognitive and
practical skills required
to develop creative
solutions to abstract
problems

Exercise management
and supervision in
contexts of work or
study activities where
there is unpredictable
change; review and
develop performance of
self and others

Level 6

Advanced knowledge of
a field of work or study,
involving a critical
understanding of
theories and principles

Advanced skills,
demonstrating mastery
and innovation,
required to solve
complex and
unpredictable problems
in a specialised field of
work or study

Manage complex
technical or professional
activities or projects,
taking responsibility for
decision-making in
unpredictable work or
study contexts; take
responsibility for
managing professional
development of
individuals and groups

Level 7

Highly specialised
knowledge, some of

Specialised problemsolving skills required in

Manage and transform
work or study contexts

Level 5
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Knowledge

Skills

Competence

In the context of EQF,
knowledge is described as
theoretical and/or factual.

In the context of EQF, skills
are described as
cognitive (involving the use
of logical, intuitive and
creative thinking), and
practical (involving manual
dexterity and the use of
methods, materials, tools
and instruments)

In the context of EQF,
competence is described in
terms of responsibility and
autonomy.

which is at the forefront
of knowledge in a field
of work or study, as the
basis for original
thinking and/or
research
Critical awareness of
knowledge issues in a
field and at the interface
between different fields

research and/or
innovation in order to
develop new knowledge
and procedures and to
integrate knowledge
from different fields

that are complex,
unpredictable and
require new strategic
approaches; take
responsibility for
contributing to
professional knowledge
and practice and/or for
reviewing the strategic
performance of teams

Knowledge at the most
advanced frontier of a
field of work or study
and at the interface
between fields

The most advanced and
specialised skills and
techniques, including
synthesis and
evaluation, required to
solve critical problems
in research and/or
innovation and to
extend and redefine
existing knowledge or
professional practice

Source: ec.europa.eu/ploteus/en/content/descriptors-page
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3. Description of the modules
The workshop modules will consist of some theoretical background exemplified and
combined with different corresponding activities. The activities will focus on literacy and ICT
in conjunction with intergenerational learning.

3.1. Aims of the modules
The modules deal with intergenerational encounters and specific challenges that can arise
from contact between people of different generations.
The modules put a special focus on the following:
Raising awareness for one’s own generational influences and how they affect
interpersonal/intercultural relations
Providing an insight into the main terms and concepts necessary for recognizing,
understanding and dealing with intergenerational situations in adult education contexts

3.2. Workshop modules
Workshop is a period of discussion and practical work on a particular topic, in which
participants with the help of facilitators share their individual knowledge, expertise, and
experience with the whole group, and then each group is required to give a presentation.
There are several advantages of attending workshops.
1. The modules address both older and younger learners and serves as a methodological
guide for trainers and facilitators (to support trainer interested in promote intergenerational
learning processes in adult education).
2. The aim of the workshops is to activate the participants on the two topics, literacy and ICT
skills in the intergenerational setting.

The project will also promote a set of European policies and framework for action. The
project will contribute to development of the learning training strategy at European level,
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Contributing to the development of European curricula on basic skills:
it important to provide a common curricula that would be easily implemented in any country
or regional at European level.
3.2.1. Advantages
The first advantage is knowledge improvement. While doing workshops, participants share
ideas with other members in their group; they also learn from other groups’ presentations.
The participant’s come from different experiences. Participants have different ideas,
knowledge, experiences and backgrounds.
The second advantage is networking. During the workshops, all the participants meet and
talk in order to get to know each other; attending workshops is good opportunity to
network. Through networking, one can have chance to extend your network for job
advancement.
The third advantage is brainstorming. In the periods of workshops, each group is required
to identify problems and possible solutions for the given topics.
The fourth advantage involves possible solutions to a specific problem. All the participants
discuss the topics on the problems, questions, ideas, and solutions. This time, they identify
problems, raise questions, share ideas, and give possible solutions, and finally they can reach
an agreement with the best solutions.
In conclusion, workshops help participants to gain new knowledge, establish networking,
generate ideas, and identify problems and solutions.
It is important for the trainer to be observant on the performance in the workshops, to be
able to ensure that all participants take an active role in the work, the more silent
participants may “disappear” when stronger participants claim the space.
Each of the exemplified workshop modules provides a brief theoretical introduction to its
specific topics, practical guidelines for the trainer and practical exercises.
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3.3. Intergenerational learning
Intergenerational Learning describes the way that people of all ages can learn together and
from each other. Intergenerational Learning is an important part of Lifelong Learning, where
the generations work together to gain skills, values and knowledge. Beyond the transfer of
knowledge, Intergenerational Learning fosters reciprocal learning relationships between
different generations and helps to develop social capital and social cohesion in our ageing
societies. Intergenerational Learning is one way of addressing the significant demographic
change we are experiencing across Europe.
The aim of Intergenerational Learning is to bring together people from different generations
in purposeful, mutually beneficial activities, which promote greater understanding and
respect between generations and contributes to building communities and neighbourhoods
where people respect each other and are better connected. Intergenerational Learning is
inclusive, building on the positive resources that both the younger and older generations
have to offer each other and those around them.
Many changes in society - such as increased geographic mobility - have led to generations
frequently becoming distanced or segregated from one another, particularly younger and
older people. This separation can lead to unrealistic, negative stereotypes between
generations and a decrease in positive exchanges between them. Yet these separated
generations have resources of value to each other and share areas of concern - for example,
both younger and older generations are often marginalised in decision-making that directly
affects their lives.
Intergenerational Learning is an effective way to address a number of issues, many of them
key government priorities, such as building active communities, promoting citizenship,
regenerating neighbourhoods and addressing inequality. The links between
intergenerational learning, research and policy are key to the development of integration of
intergenerational learning into relevant policy areas.

3.4. Mentoring
"Mentoring is to support and encourage people to manage their own learning in order that
they may maximise their potential, develop their skills, improve their performance and
become the person they want to be."(Eric Parsloe)
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Mentoring is a powerful personal development and empowerment tool. It is an effective
way of helping people to progress in their careers and is becoming increasing popular as its
potential is realised. It is a partnership between two people (mentor and mentee) normally
working in a similar field or sharing similar experiences. It is a helpful relationship based
upon mutual trust and respect.
A mentor is a guide who can help the mentee to find the right direction and who can help
them to develop solutions to career issues. Mentors rely upon having had similar
experiences to gain an empathy with the mentee and an understanding of their issues.
Mentoring provides the mentee with an opportunity to think about career options and
progress.
A mentor should help the mentee to believe in herself and boost her confidence. A mentor
should ask questions and challenge, while providing guidance and encouragement.
Mentoring allows the mentee to explore new ideas in confidence. It is a chance to look more
closely at yourself, your issues, opportunities and what you want in life. Mentoring is about
becoming more self-aware, taking responsibility for your life and directing your life in the
direction you decide, rather than leaving it to chance.
Objectives:
1. Knowledge sharing
Provision of insight knowledge and understanding of principles of a mentoring
relationship
2. Knowledge Gain
Provision of background information about the core elements of a mentoring
programme
3. Share the practice
Provision of practical knowledge and advice on how to establish, maintain and develop
mentoring programme
As a less structured and more learner-driven activity, mentoring allows Mentees more
control over the topics covered during the mentoring sessions. Effective relationship
between Mentor and Mentee offers a comfortable and culture responsive environment for
constructive criticism, which is based on equal relations and support.
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Therefore, the aim of this mentoring programme is to empower participants through the
provision of knowledge and competences, and thus improve their greater civic participation
and representation in civic life. As mentoring is based on a trusting and mutual relationship,
it will enable participants to develop a greater understanding of how to engage in civic
structures.
As such, it will provide the foundation for acquiring broader civic competences, empowering
participants to become more active and equal citizens. In addition, greater civic
competences and therefore participation in civic life can serve as a facilitator, broker or
bridge linking together capacities and levels of actions of diverse communities to broader
structural change.
A productive Mentor and Mentee relationship offers a positive and comfortable
environment for constructive criticism in order to empower the Mentee through the support
and the development of skills and knowledge. Mentoring is based on an exchange of
knowledge, skills and mutual respect. An effective mentoring programme ensures that
Mentee’s needs drive the programme. Learning through a mentoring programme is
cooperative, collaborative, and community-oriented.
3.4.1. Types of Mentoring
In general, we can distinguish between two general types of mentoring programmes:


Formal Mentoring is a result of planned, organised and structured meetings between
a Mentor and a Mentee



Informal Mentoring is a result of unstructured but frequent contact between a
Mentor and a Mentee over an extended period of time.

In addition, we can distinguish between different forms of mentoring based on the mode of
communication they are using.
Face to face - This is the traditional form of mentoring, which involves one-to-one and
personal meetings between Mentor and Mentee.
Group mentoring - This type of mentoring involves individuals working in groups. This form
of mentoring helps Mentors to reach a larger number of Mentees. In addition, it allows
Mentees to work in teams to support each other as part of the learning process.
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Online mentoring - This type of mentoring enables a mentoring relationship via emails or
online communicators. This form of mentoring is suitable for people who cannot meet face
to face. Thus, it can serve as an alternative for traditional face-to – face meetings.
Community-based mentoring - This type of mentoring programme is taking place in Mentors
and Mentees’ community. This can be the neighbourhood community, school based
community, local community etc.
Blended mentoring - This form of mentoring involves different forms of communication
including face-to-face, online or group meetings.
The above styles of mentoring depend on different modes of communications and meetings.
In choosing an appropriate form of mentoring, Mentor and Mentee should consider the time
they are able to dedicate to mentoring and a mode of communication, which works for them
the best. Mentor and Mentee should choose the one, which suits their needs and
requirements.

3.4.2. Planning
The following table presents different stages of the planning involved in a Mentoring
Programme. It provides a route map for this toolkit. It illustrates single steps within this
mentoring programme.
Each step is provided with a description of how much time it will be required to complete it.
Please note that these are rough estimates only.
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DESCRIPTION

TIME
REQUIRED

PLANNING

Pre-Programme
Development

Conduct a needs assessment for Mentoring
Programme
Develop the budget for your Mentoring
Programme

Planning Structure of
Mentoring Programme

Determine the purpose, type and structure
of the Mentoring programme
Assign/Hire Project Coordinator
Make a plan for monthly, weekly and daily
activities

Month 1-2

MENTOR/MENTEE RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

Marketing Strategy
Dissemination information
of Mentoring Programme

Make contacts with potential recipients of
the programme via email, phone, flyer,
newsletters, face to face conversation etc.
Organise marketing campaign to inform
about your programme

Mentor Recruitment

Set up recruitment process.
Identify the selection criteria for a mentor.
Set up screening procedures

Mentee Recruitment

Set up recruitment process.
Identify the selection criteria for a Mentee.
Set up screening procedures

Mentor/Mentee Matching
criteria

Establish matching criteria and Match
Mentee and Mentor on the basis of
information from application and by
interviews.
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DESCRIPTION

TIME
REQUIRED

ORIENTATION AND TRAINING

Pre-Orientation and
Training

Identify trainers. Organise training session
and supportive materials

Training session

Organise training session to support Mentor
and Mentee
Organise on-going support for Mentor and
Mentee

Month 5

ONGOING MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT

Additional Mentor Training
and Support Session

Establish a mechanism for regular contact
and feedback from Mentor and Mentee
Provide a support to Mentor and Mentee

On-going

EVALUATION

Review programme progress and refine it as needed
Measure outcomes and conduct evaluation
Reflect upon your findings
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An overview of a mentoring program

The mentoring process from the initial phase of designing your mentoring program to the
concluding assessment of the program

4. Practical guidelines for the trainer
4.1. Literacy
The idea of the word ‘literate’ coming to refer to those with the ability to read and write, the
definition that’s perhaps most popularly attached to the word today, is actually a relatively
recent phenomenon. Until the late nineteenth century ‘literate’ was used as a way to
describe those who were familiar with literature or were generally well-educated or read.
Since then the word’s meaning has morphed to become more inclusive and perhaps
convoluted, reflecting the intense academic debate that has taken place throughout the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries in an effort to define and redefine the term. Scholars
have used the term ‘literate’ to describe, not only the autonomous skills characterised as
forming an integral part of literacy, such as writing and numeracy, but the application of
such
skills
and
how
their
acquisition
affects
learning
processes.
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) regards
‘literacy’, in an attempt to recognise the diversity of definitions attributed to the term, as
being beyond simply “the set of technical skills of reading, writing and calculating . . . to a
plural notion encompassing the manifold of meanings and dimensions of these undeniably
vital competencies. Such a view, responding to recent economic, political and social
transformations, including globalization, and the advancement of information and
communication technologies, recognizes that there are many practices of literacy embedded
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in
different
cultural
processes,
personal
circumstances
and
structures”.(http://www.unesco.org/education/GMR2006/full/chapt6_eng.pdf)

collective

‘Literacy’, throughout history and across societies, has encapsulated a varying range of skills
and erudition, but its antonym, ‘illiteracy’, has always been synonymous with disadvantage.
It is this definition that, perhaps, elucidates the concept best.
Literacy is a fundamental human right and the foundation for lifelong learning. It is fully
essential to social and human development in its ability to transform lives. For individuals,
families, and societies alike, it is an instrument of empowerment to improve one’s health,
one’s income, and one’s relationship with the world.
The uses of literacy for the exchange of knowledge are constantly evolving, along with
advances in technology. From the Internet to text messaging, the ever-wider availability of
communication makes for greater social and political participation. A literate community is a
dynamic community, one that exchanges ideas and engages in debate. Illiteracy, however, is
an obstacle to a better quality of life, and can even breed exclusion and violence.
(http://www.unesco.org/education/GMR2006)
What people can do with literacy often depends on how they learned it. Well-designed
programs provide the best opportunities for learning sustainable literacy skills and using
them meaningfully. To be effective and sustainable, literacy programs need the following:
4.1.1. Relevant content and materials
Literacy programs must meet changing literacy needs and adapt to the learner’s
environment, circumstances, and prior learning with respect to gender, linguistic, and
cultural diversity.
4.1.2. Appropriate pedagogical approaches
Children, adolescents and adults learn in different ways and bring different perspectives to
literacy instruction. Programs also need to adapt according to learners’ profiles and learning
goals, and may involve formal, non-formal or informal approaches.
4.1.3. Training of literacy personnel
Well trained facilitators are essential for effective program delivery. The profile of literacy
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facilitators needs to be enhanced through effective and systematic pre- and in-service
training.
4.1.4. Beyond basic literacy
Literacy is closely linked to development and improving quality of life. It offers the chance to
combine other skills training with literacy learning. In addition, learners may acquire a
certificate recognizing a level of competencies equivalent to formal schooling.
4.1.5. A literate environment
The sustainability of literacy skills relies on a literate environment. Fostering local writing
and the use of ICT and other media contributes to strengthening a literate environment.

4.2. ICT
Today, technology is a part of almost every aspect of life and learning. Technology enables
work and communication for business and pleasure often with a strong emphasis on
hardware, software, portable devices, and "apps." However, it is not enough for students to
be merely "ICT literate". 21st Century citizens need a broader literacy that guides the use of
these tools and applications. This "literacy with ICT" includes "learning about and choosing
ICT to critically, creatively, and ethically use, produce, and communicate meaning."
What is Information and Communication Technology (ICT)?
Information and communication technologies include computers, laptops, digital cameras,
video cameras, digital microscopes, scanners, cell phones, electronic games, digital audio
devices, global positioning systems, electronic whiteboards, the Internet, et cetera. ICTs in
the classroom will continue to evolve as new technologies emerge over time.
4.2.1. What is Literacy with ICT?
Literacy with Information and Communication Technology means thinking critically and
creatively, about information and about communication, as citizens of the global
community, while using ICT responsibly and ethically.
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Literacy with ICT

Etics and
responsibility

Critical and
creative
thinking

ICT literacy

Fig 2: The cornerstones of ITC literacy
Source: http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/tech/lict/overview/index.html

This representation shows the relationship between ICT literacy (i.e., demonstrating ICT
skills) and literacy with ICT (i.e., thinking critically and creatively, about information and
communication, as citizens of the global community, while using ICT responsibly and
ethically). ICT literacy is a critical component of literacy with ICT, but it is not sufficient in
itself.
4.2.2. What is ICT?
Tools to get information and communicate

computer
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portable
computer

tablet

Description

?

An electronic device for storing and
processing data, typically in binary
form, according to instructions given
through different applications.
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Description

Digital Camera

Camcorder

Digital Microscope

IP Telephony

Webcam

Scanner

Digital Television

LCD Projector
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Description

Wireless Network

Digital Phone

Wireless information device –email,
Internet

Interactive Whiteboard

ICT is best infused into inquiry processes across the curriculum such as:





planning and questioning
gathering and making sense
producing to show understanding
communicating and reflecting

These critical and creative acts will be strongly influenced by affective considerations of
ethical and responsible use, implications for society, collaboration, and personal
metacognition, motivation, and confidence.
While this perspective of ICT-supported inquiry deemphasizes the teaching of ICT merely as
a set of skills, it does not in any way minimize the need for more technically oriented CTS
courses at the high school level. Neither does this perspective minimize the need for "good
technique" and facility that yields greater clarity and artistry.
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Through education and practice, students will learn:


how to critically, creatively, and ethically use a variety of information and
communication technologies to problem solve, make decisions, inquire, collaborate,
demonstrate, and communicate;



how technology applications and systems often have similar designs and functions
that can be learned and the knowledge transferred to new devices and contexts;



how ICT can positively impact relationships;



how to determine which processes, tools and techniques are appropriate for various
contexts.

How do participants develop ICT Literacy?
Literate students support their critical and creative thinking about textual, numerical, visual,
and aural information as they choose and use ICT, responsibly and ethically. They develop
this literacy across the curriculum, through inquiry, as they:






plan and question
gather and make sense
produce to show understanding
communicate
reflect on their learning

What is a Developmental Learning Continuum?
A developmental learning continuum is an assessment tool based on teacher observations. It
describes what teachers see and hear students doing, as they demonstrate their literacy.
Many teachers already use continuums for assessing learning in reading, writing and
numeracy.
What is the Developmental Continuum for Literacy with ICT across the Curriculum?
The Developmental Continuum for Literacy with ICT paints a picture of how students
develop their critical and creative thinking, in curricular context as they use ICT responsibly
and ethically.
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Why Develop a Continuum?


the Developmental Continuum for Literacy with ICT is congruent with and infused
with existing concepts across the curriculum.



the focus is on what students can do; learners of any age are able to find themselves
on the continuum, from novices to experts, from pre-K students to Senior Years
students and beyond.



continuums are focused on the student; the Developmental Continuum for Literacy
with ICT provides a vehicle for students to self-assess and set goals for their learning.

A learning organization requires all of its members to see themselves as continual learners
working toward personal mastery. Yet as people gain experience and competence, it
becomes increasingly difficult for them to place themselves in the position of acquiring new
skills and competencies. They are concerned because they know that new learning often
requires valleys before arriving at peaks.
For example, in learning how to use the word processor, many people experience the
following scenario. First, they read a manual that seems unintelligible—unintelligible
because it contains a whole new vocabulary, a new set of options and commands, and
menus that are not clearly understood. Although they have been assured that writing will be
made simpler with a word processor, it feels far more complex. Every time they sit down to
write using this new machine, they assume that what would normally take one hour might
easily take three. They must be prepared to persevere rather than fall back on familiar but
supposedly less efficient ways. Finally, after personal mastery, come three observations:


Writing is, indeed, more efficient and effective.



Using the word processor has changed the way they now think about writing.



Perhaps other options and programs could be used to add style to the text—
importing graphics, for example.

Learning in an information age will require continual personal mastery of new skills and
competencies as job descriptions expand, change, and shift. And collectively, the
organization will have varying levels of expertise to draw from.
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Defining a Continuum: Novice to Expert

Novice: Shows limited awareness of the problem.
 Is willing to engage in the task.
 Attempts task without strategy for how to begin.
 Organizes the problem in random or vague ways.
Apprentice: Shows a clear understanding of problem.
 Attempts to use strategies, though may not use them appropriately.
 Explains strategy randomly and uses vague or unclear terms.
Practitioner: Is able to perform the task.
 Perceives solutions from one perspective.
 Persists in solving problem but is not always concerned about accuracy.
 Is bound by rules of problem solving.
 Describes strategies used to solve problems.
Expert: Operates at a metacognitive level—is able to describe strategies and processes and
explain why they are used.
 Expresses efficacy and confidence in own abilities.
 Spontaneously employs the Intelligent Behaviours (Costa 1991).
 Draws from and employs a repertoire of strategies beyond the context in which they
are learned or normally performed.
 Can teach the strategies or processes to others.
 Generates alternative and creative solutions to the problem.
 Generalizes from pervious experiences.
 Experiments successfully to create multiple solutions.
 Elaborates on process or strategy used.

Obviously the distinctions among these levels are not as clear and precise as described
above. An analogy may be made to waves and tides. While the tide is moving in the direction
toward the shore, each wave is not necessarily higher than the previous one. While there is a
general direction of growth, each performance may not include every attribute of that stage.
(Kallick and Brewer 1996)
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Teachers, too, are in a continual state of personal mastery. The distinctions between the
teacher in training, the beginning teacher, and the experienced and master teacher are fairly
distinguishable. In an effort to assist mentors in enhancing the work of the new teacher,
The California State Department of Education Beginning Teacher Project has described the
distinguishing characteristics of each stage. The characteristics have less to do with time
than with learning new skills, attitudes, and intellectual processes.
Furthermore, organizations, just as individuals, proceed through stages of growth on the
never ending journey toward that elusive level of mastery. Carl Glickman (1994), Michael
Fullan (1993), and other researchers in organizational change process describe schools along
a continuum as traditional, transitional, and transforming. School staffs are described as
moving from "isolated" to "congenial" to "cooperative" toward "collaborative and collegial"
in the ways staff members interact and support each other. Covey (1989) describes a
continuum from dependence to independence to interdependence and a sense of
community.
The purposes of establishing such developmental continuums with accompanying criteria
are:
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So that learners (be they teachers, students, or school staffs) may know the objective
criteria for each level of accomplishment so they may evaluate their own
performances.



So that such performances may be diagnosed and/or judged objectively by students
themselves and by teachers, parents, or other panels so that further learning
strategies can be geared for constant improvement.



So that students may choose the appropriate levels of performance as their
aspiration and understand the goals and criteria toward which they may strive.



So that school staffs and communities can dialogue about, reach agreements on, and
constantly revise their expectations and high standards.



To provide standards to be improved upon, plateaus that can be broken, and
aspirations that can be exceeded.
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4.3. Motivation
Motivating learners to engage in intergenerational learning is not only a question of “why”
they have to learn, but also “how long they are willing to sustain the activity”. In order to
stimulate learners’ interests and motivation, it’s also important to show them learning as a
process of reaching a major goal. Both these problems, “why” and “how long”, are especially
felt by younger students. For example, trainers can facilitate motivation by helping learners
identify short-term goals and reflect on their progress and achievements in language
learning. In this way, it’s possible to “measure” progress on a time scale and estimate the
usefulness of the short term learning process. It provides a purpose and avoids the sense of
it being a “waste-of time”.
Learners can help themselves achieve their goals by determining their own needs and
defining why they want to learn. Having goals and expectations leads to increased
motivation, this in turn leads to a higher level of competence. We as teachers should
encourage students to have specific short-term goals, such as communicating with others.
No matter what these goals are, we should help learners set and pursue them.

4.4. Motivational strategies
It’s important to design a framework of motivational strategies in order to broaden the
range of choice available to teachers.
Dörnyei offers his own framework, based upon three key units:
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Creating/generating the basic motivational conditions – i.e. setting the scene for
motivational strategies: for young male learners, focusing on “integration” granted
by a second language knowledge;



Maintaining learners’ motivation - a main challenge for teachers and could be done
through self-assessment tools as well as by facilitating the learners autonomy;



Encouraging a positive learner self-evaluation - working on the way learners feel
about their accomplishments in order to make each feeling “positive”.
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Dörnyei shows three strategies:


relating attributions to effort rather than ability;



providing motivational feedback;



increasing the learner satisfaction experience after task completion.

4.4.1. Maintaining motivation
Following this framework of motivational strategies it’s clear that the real challenge for a
teacher and trainer is the second key unit. Maintaining a student’s motivation during a
learning process could be made easier by encouraging learner autonomy. During the
learning process it’s important for teachers to guide them into autonomy on what and how
they learn, that means to be “among” and not “above” learners. Trainers have to encourage
learners to imagine a conversational situation in which they could be involved, to select their
own topics and start a discussion, or to share an experience with the rest of the class.
Students have to be able to use what is learned rather than just learning about it. By
expressing a personal interest, older learners feel that they’re actively involved and that they
are not limited to a passive learning process.
4.4.2. Instrumental motivation
As previously mentioned, “integrative” motivation is the real driving force behind young
students’ progress. This does not mean that “instrumental motivation” doesn’t exist in their
target group, as there are certainly several motivating factors; however the “integration”
goal is more important to them than the others. Such goals could also be a school
certification to fulfil occupational aspirations, or other kinds of skill certifications. Teachers
should be aware of maintaining and enhancing instrumental motivation through a goaloriented programme which focuses on encouragement:
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Because learners engage in order to meet specific goals, it is important for teachers
to clearly understand what those goals are and to organise a programme so that they
are met. Its good practice to set up an individualised “packaging” of teaching which
targets learners’ specific goals. For example, one participant had the goal of getting
his driver’s license. In response, the teacher obtained a copy of the driver’s license
examination manual and used it as reading material for that learner. This “practice”
empowered the learner’s instrumental motivation.
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Instrumental motivation (i.e. engagement) is enhanced by teachers and trainers
giving praise and encouragement, particularly when given one-on-one attention.
Beware: overuse of praise and encouragement can reduce its reward value and even
seem condescending to learners - knowing how and when to provide encouragement
is a part of the trainers’ professional development and will mostly be a process of
trial and error.

It can be concluded that motivation plays a significant role in learning. Teachers cannot
effectively teach if they do not understand the relationship between motivation and its
effect on learning
Theories of motivation generally seek to explain why and how individuals choose, perform,
and persist in various activities, but ultimately, they are also expected to provide insights to
those whose job it is to motivate others. Indeed, teachers are more interested in finding out
what they can do to overcome deficits in students’ motivation to learn than they are in
explanations of what accounts for variance in learning. More specifically, teachers are eager
to find ways of increasing the quantity and quality of students’ engagement in learning
activities, since students’ active participation in class helps everyone learn more efficiently,
and makes life more pleasant in the classroom.
The core of motivation is what might be called passion, which relates to a person's intrinsic
goals and desires. Successful learners know their preferences, their strengths and
weaknesses, and effectively utilise strengths and compensate for weaknesses. Successful
language learning is linked to the learner’s passion and instructors should find ways to
connect to this passion.
Learners need quality instruction, input, interaction, and opportunities for meaningful
output, not only to make progress, but also to maintain motivation for learning. A good
teacher should tap into the sources of intrinsic motivation and find ways to connect them
with external motivational factors that can be brought to a classroom setting. This is
especially significant when the language being taught is not seen as important to the
students' immediate needs, other than to pass exams. Because learners have different
reasons for studying, it is important for instructors to identify them and develop proper
motivational strategies. Students should understand why they need to make an effort, how
long they must sustain an activity, how hard they should pursue it, and how motivated they
feel toward their pursuits.
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Motivation fluctuates, and it is challenging to keep language learners' motivation at a
constant high level. When designing a course, teachers must take into consideration that
each learner has different interests and expectations.
4.4.3. The introduction of activities to encourage participation
Materials and tasks are essential for increasing motivation for learning. They have to be
exciting, workable, appropriately challenging and presented in an understandable manner,
allowing the promotion of successful performance by students. This is a way to change any
negative attitudes and stereotypes that can undermine the motivation of students to learn.
Male students in particular often lack the motivation for success in school, which very often
leads to a lack of self-confidence.
Designing a curriculum that engages students, gives them regular feedback and a sense of
accomplishment, as well as giving them real choice (as opposed to variety) is the teacher's
strongest and most powerful tool.
4.4.4. Focus on ICT and literacy
In today’s high-tech learning environment, it would be unfair to limit learners to traditional
methods. Encouraging students to relate their classroom experience to outside interests
and activities makes developing skills more relevant. For example, computer-assisted
language learning can involve playing computer games, or be linked to computer programs
that the students are interested in using.
Computer games, internet downloads and electronic communications cover the young male
interests. Whereas the latter is nearly used to the same degree, the general frequency of
internet use differs significantly according to gender - on average young females only use
computer games and downloads half as often as males. They also show fewer competencies
in handling computers than males. Studies prove that the internet is used more by boys and
men due to their fascination with technology, games and pleasure.
It is well known by the COGNOS partnership that the young male target group, and especially
those who are under-achieving, respond favourably to the use of information and
communication technologies (ICT) as a means of engaging them in learning activities. Many
of the lessons involved in this project will be drawn on the motivational and educational
powers of ICT, and teachers and trainers can adapt, modify and add tools accordingly.
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The interactive nature of many new technologies helps create learning environments where
students can learn by doing, receive immediate feedback and continually build new
knowledge and enhance their level of understanding. Sometimes the learners also lead their
teachers in an area where they are often experts and teachers or trainers are learners.
ICT that has an emphasis on application, and tailoring education to the needs of individual
learners is also supportive of a shift in practice to more learner-centred approaches. This
encourages the active participation generally preferred by the majority of male students in
the learning process, rather than the passive absorption of knowledge.
Teachers need to assess and understand how to reach all students by understanding how to
introduce ICT into course concepts of learning.
4.4.5. People should be valued for their difference and variety
Respecting diversity and differences between people is another very crucial aspect of
creating a positive atmosphere. Society is diverse: there are younger and older people, some
people have disabilities, others are from different countries, some people are straight and
others gay, some have children and others choose not to have them. Lastly, some people are
female and some are male.
Managing diversity refers to the experience of human differences and commonalities, an
experience which is becoming increasingly relevant to people’s daily lives in the 21st
century.
In order to be successful, all kinds of organizations (training sector, public administration,
business, etc.) are obligated to confront equality and diversity issues. It is important to be
open to difference, and to celebrate it, so that we can benefit from a range of personalities
and talents.
It is important to emphasise that students have their own expectations, interests, needs and
personality characteristics, which must be taken into account as much as possible. Working
in groups sometimes makes it very difficult to recognise the differences and specificities of
each individual. When learners are well informed about the training structure right from the
beginning of term, their differences can be covered and their expectations fulfilled. For
example, tutors can specify particular rules for a certain group: either as formal guidelines
for the duration of the lesson, or guidelines related to how you treat people when they talk,
work, exercise, etc.
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Guidelines for different lesson scenarios can be elaborated at any time: allow flexibility to
dedicate time to an interesting topic such as curious facts, questions and discussion.
Teachers can be very creative in this respect. The aim is to identify the working style of the
group, establish appropriate guidelines and rules for working together and ensure the
diverse needs of each participant are met.
The topic of diversity is an interesting discussion for the classroom, particularly as people
working in the tourism industry will experience people of all different kinds. A discussion on
this subject will enhance their personal and social skills.
The corresponding product of this project, the “Intergenerational Trainers’ handbook on
how take part in training activities” and “Learner guide. What and how learn” provides
some exercises and methods on how to involve the learners in recognising individual needs
and valuing every point of view.
As you can see there are many factors that contribute to creating a positive atmosphere for
learning foreign languages. A professional environment means a pleasant and desirable
place to learn about new i.e. languages, cultures and human relationships.
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5. Descriptions of different training methods
Basically, learning concepts are based on different approaches to teaching and ways of
learning. We all process information in different ways: by seeing and hearing, reflecting and
acting, reasoning logically and intuitively, analysing and visualising, steadily or more
irregularly. Teaching methods may also vary.
Teachers teach according to the way they learn; therefore, it is important to learn more
about teachers' learning styles. Teachers will teach in the way that they feel most
comfortable and may have difficulty understanding those who have different learning styles.
One teacher may use abstract examples while others may use concrete illustrations. Some
instructors lecture, others demonstrate or lead learners to self-discovery; some focus on
principles and others on applications; some emphasise memory and others understanding.
Likewise, students learn according to the learning style with which they feel most
comfortable. Teachers must understand their own learning style and also use a variety of
ways to accommodate the learning styles of their learners.
In the theory of experiential learning (Kolb) and how it applies to work, education, and adult
development is asserted the principle that a person learns through his or her discovery and
experience. The theory was developed in order to explain the connections between the
human developmental stages of maturation, learning processes, and experiences.
The theory of multiple intelligences is a theory of intelligence that differentiates it into
specific (primarily sensory) "modalities", rather than seeing intelligence as dominated by a
single general ability.
The pedagogical concept of self-directed learning resembles the concept of holistic learning
and autonomous learning in many ways. The core idea is that learners structure and
organise their learning matter independently, they also co-decide about exercises and
methods. SDL wants to prepare learners for life after school and equip them with the skills
necessary for their future occupation.
Open Distance Learning- ODL is a system of education in which education is imparted to
learners who may not be physically present in the class-room. Its philosophy is to remove
barriers to education and allow learners to study according to their time, pace and place.
ODL also uses technology to mediate learning.
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CLIL stands for Content and Language Integrated Learning. It refers to teaching subjects
such as science, history and geography to students through a foreign language. This can be
by the English teacher using cross-curricular content or the subject teacher using English as
the language of instruction. Both methods result in the simultaneous learning of content and
English.
Respecting individual learning styles
The goal of any teaching technique is to set a tone conducive to learning and engage
students in the learning process. Participation is essential to learning, and students who are
actively involved learn more and are more satisfied with their education. Gender-fair
teaching challenges educators to recognise and accommodate different learning styles.

5.1. Experiential learning theory
The Learning Style Theory proposes that different people learn in different ways and that it
is good to know your own preferred learning style. Many of the learners may not have heard
of this concept and it can be a very useful tool in the first stages of the relationship to help
them to identify their learning style. Once this is identified, it is important for learners to use
this information to reflect on how it might conflict with other learning styles and to consider
how the students will incorporate this information into their pair work or team work
exercises.
David Kolb published his learning styles model in 1984. Various factors influence a person's
preferred style: notably in his experiential learning theory model (ELT) Kolb defined three
stages of a person's development, and suggests that our propensity to reconcile and
successfully integrate the four different learning styles improves as we mature through our
development stages. The development stages that Kolb identified are:
1. Acquisition - birth to adolescence - development of basic abilities and ‘cognitive
structures’
2. Specialisation - schooling, early work and personal experiences of adulthood - the
development of a particular ‘specialised learning style’ shaped by ‘social, educational, and
organisational socialisation’
3. Integration - mid-career through to later life - expression of non-dominant learning style
in work and personal life.
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Essentially, Kolb was identifying experiential/reflective practice – we can think of this in
terms of:
DO
REVIEW
LEARN
APPLY

What did I do (Concrete experience)
Why did I do it? (Reflective observation)
What did I learn? (Abstract conceptualization)
How can I use this insight? (Active experimentation)

Understanding how we learn is important information to know. If the learners know what
their preferred style is, they can then be aware of trying to apply it when they are trying to
acquire a foreign language. When someone makes use of her/his natural style she/he will
find learning much quicker and easier.

5.2. Multiple Intelligence Theory
The Multiple Intelligence theory (Gardner, 1983) states that there are at least seven
different ways of learning, thus "seven intelligences": body/kinaesthetic, interpersonal,
intrapersonal, logical/mathematical, musical/rhythmic, verbal/linguistic and visual/spatial.
Almost everyone has the ability to learn through these intelligences.

LINGUISTIC Intelligence

Learning style and
preferences

Description

Roles

Tasks, activities and
assessments

— written and spoken
words
— interpretation and
explanation of ideas and
information via language
— understands relationship
between communication
and meaning

— copywriters
— editors
— historians
— journalists
— lawyers
— linguists
— poets
— PR and media
consultants
— speakers
— teachers professors
— trainers
— translators
— TV and radio presenters
— voice-over artists
— writer

— edit a peer’s paper
— give an oral presentation
— list the strengths and
weaknesses of a product
— write a eulogy
— write directions to
accompany a map

Words and language
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LOGICALMATHEMATICAL
Intelligence

Learning style and
preferences

Description

Roles

Tasks, activities and
assessments

Logic and numbers

— analyse problems
— detecting patterns
— perform mathematical
calculations
— scientific reasoning and
deduction
— understands relationship
between cause and effect
toward a tangible outcome
or result

— analysts
— arbitrators
— bankers
— certified public
accountants
— computer programmers
accountants
— engineers
— insurance brokers
negotiators
— researchers
— scientists
— statisticians
— traders

— analyse how a computer
works
— assess the value of a
business or a proposition
— create a process
— devise a strategy to
achieve an aim
— perform a mental
mathematical calculation,
create a process to
measure something

Description

Roles

Tasks, activities and
assessments

— awareness, appreciation
and use of sound
— recognition of tonal and
rhythmic patterns
— understands relationship
between sound and feeling

— acoustic engineers
— composers
— DJs
— entertainers
— environment and noise
analysts
— music producers
— musical instrument
repair specialists
— musical performers
— singers
— voice coaches

— coach someone to play a
musical instrument
— compose media jingles
— identify music for malls
and retail stores
— lead a choir
— perform a musical piece
— review a musical play
— whistle a tune

MUSICAL Intelligence

Learning style and
preferences

Music, sound, rhythm
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BODILY KINESTHETIC
Intelligence

Learning style and
preferences

Body movement control

Description

Roles

Tasks, activities and
assessments

— awareness, appreciation
and use of sound
— recognition of tonal and
rhythmic patterns
— understands relationship
between sound and feeling

— anthropologists
— athletes
— biologists
— dancers
— geologists
— instrumentalists
— nurses
— physical education
teachers
— physical therapists
— physicians actors
— sign-language
interpreters

— arrange workplace
furniture
— demonstrate a sports
technique
— design a window display
— interpret a speech using
American sign language
— prepare samples for
magnification and testing
— put together a piece of
modular furniture
— ride a horse
— stack books on a shelf

Description

Roles

Tasks, activities and
assessments

— architects
— artists
— cartographers
— city-planners
— engineers
— graphic designers
— inventors
— landscape architects
— photographers
— sculptors

— compose a photograph
— create an organizational
logo
— design a building
— design a historic
costume
— design a landscape
— interpret a painting
— organize a storage room
— pack an automobile
trunk
— paint a landscape

SPACIAL-VISUAL
Intelligence

Learning style and
preferences

Spatial-visual Images and
space
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— interpretation and
creation of visual
images, pictorial
imagination and
expression
— understands
relationships between
images and meanings
and between space and
effect
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INTERPERSONAL
Intelligence

Learning style and
preferences

Other people’s
feelings

Description

Roles

Tasks, activities and
assessments

— ability to relate to others
— interpretation of
behaviour and
communications
— understands the
relationship between
people and their situations,
including other people

— advertising professionals
— care givers
— coaches and mentors
— counsellors
— educators
— health providers
— HR professional
— mediators
— politicians
— psychologists
— sales-people
— teachers
— therapists
— trainers

— affect the feelings of
others in a planned way
— coach or council another
person
— demonstrate feelings
though body language
— interpret moods from
facial expressions
— mentor a new faculty
member

Description

Roles

Tasks, activities and
assessments

— one who is self-aware
and involved in the process
of changing personal
thoughts, beliefs, and
behaviour in relation to
their situation
— other people, their
purpose and aims

— consider and decide
one’s own aims and
personal changes required
to achieve them (not
necessarily reveal this to
others)
— consider and decide
one’s own position in
relation to the Emotional
Intelligence Model

INTRAPERSONAL
Intelligence

Learning style and
preferences

Other people’s feelings
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— one’s own needs for
and reaction to change,
ability to deal with
change in the workplace
— one’s relationship to
others and the world
— personal cognizance
— personal objectivity
— the capability to
understand oneself
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5.3. Self-directed learning
Instruments and procedures for biographical, Self-directed learning (SDL) enable and
support the development of personally and socially relevant self-management competences.
It strengthens self-confidence and leads to the ability to act in an uninhibited and secure way
within the social and work environment.
In particular, target groups who have no experience of language or ICT learning perhaps
connect it with failure, obligation and of little personal value. This is where self-directed
learning can change their attitude - by recognising the individual person, their interests and
ideas, it activates current competences, helps to develop perspectives and promotes the
development of professional methodological, social and personal competences as tools for
self-control.
Self-directed learning imposes responsibility for learners’ own learning. They are integrated
into the design of their learning process and thereby relate the learning to more personal
motivations. If learners are supported and accompanied in their self-direction by trainers,
tutors and/or by fellow learners in a learning group, learning can become a valuable and
sustainable experience.
The principles and didactical-methodical elements of self-directed learning offer a
framework that is to be filled by context-specific concepts. The individualisation and
flexibility of the learning/training process demands openness and flexibility towards the
process from all people involved (learners, advisors and institution). At the same time it
requires a structure for individual and group learning processes, and must highlight the
necessary responsibilities and commitments.
The SDL framework allows for discovery and self-direction in learning within social contexts.
It represents a contribution to institutional vocational training by meeting the increasing
requirements for language acquisition of young males.
Aims: Promote learning (management) competence
To master the innate and acquired learning abilities we call "learning competence" it
involves being able to determine learning goals autonomously, take control of different
learning methods and understand what it takes to learn in a self-directed manner (e.g.
learning times and locations) and an evaluation of the results.
Learning competences develop and change in the context of the individual learning
biography. This process-guiding concept allows for a reflection on the learners’ acquired
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abilities. It promotes the discovery of existing (learning) potentials and their advancement in
the context of the on-going learning process.
Promoting individual responsibility for learning processes. Taking responsibility for one’s
own learning process is one of the basic requirements in the learning process. Organised
forms of shared responsibility and participation, as well as a high degree of transparency,
facilitate this basic element of organisation in learning.
Adapting to social change and “character building”. By enabling the discovery and potential
of self-learning, SDL can be understood as a contribution to the institutional adult education
system and therefore a promoter of lifelong, self-organised learning. Learning competence is
necessary to keep up with various social changes related to working and living.

5.4. Principles for orientation
The central basis for this concept is what we call a specific educational attitude. In our
opinion this attitude forms the foundation of a new learning culture and is the source of
diverse challenges for advisors, learners and training providers. This basic attitude can be
described by action-guiding principles. These principles are points for actual professional
action. They form the basis from which the context-specific concepts must be developed.
The principles are as follows:
Principle: Orientation on the participants - division of responsibility and facilitation of selfresponsibility.
In order to facilitate self-organisation and self-direction in the learning process, it is
necessary that the learners can take responsibility for their own learning.
On the one hand, learners have to recognise and experience fields of learning that involve
collaboration. On the other hand, the advisors have to accept the learners as mature and
responsible adults and actually hand over part of the responsibility for the participant’s own
learning process – this means considering them as capable of doing it, trusting them to
handle it and even demanding they do it. During the process, the balance between supplying
expert knowledge and offering consultation on independent, reflective learning has to be
constantly readdressed.
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Principle: Orientation on biography
A way to make us more aware of existing competences and skills is to reflect on them in a
(learning) biography. This allows learners to analyse both their positive and negative learning
experiences, and think about the role models who inspire them to learn.
Orientation on biography also means that the advisor looks at the learners in the context of
their (learning) biography and is able to detect their potential, explain any resistance or
barriers, and possibly even use these to their advantage.
Principle: Ensure biographical continuity
Learning must refer to past experiences of life and occupation – new knowledge is linked to
old knowledge, it can be developed to increase professional competence and opens up new
possibilities. Biographical reflection is therefore an important component and learning
should be viewed as a way of succeeding in future goals. Identifying learning interests and
training goals serves to develop subjective, (i.e. biographical) meaningful perspectives.
Biographical continuity seems to be fundamental to handling the pressures of professional
learning.
Principle: Focusing on competences
An awareness of one’s own competences and skills is another prerequisite for responsible
participation by learners. SDL focuses on the biographically acquired abilities of the learners
and not on their deficits and difficulties. The latter also have to be worked on, but they do
not form the basis for learning. For advisors, it becomes crucial to face their participants
with a "view for competences", which means to break open the predominating deficit
orientation in favour of a positive mental attitude (see Rogers 1989, Epping 1998).
Thus they can bring the existing competences and resources to their own and their learners’
minds, whilst appreciating them as a source of energy for individual and group processes.
Principle: Orientation on reflection
Reflection on learning experiences is considered a central component of learning this
includes an exploration of individual learning experiences and resources, constructive
reflection on the current learning situation and a focus on learning processes. A close link
between self-reflection and collective group reflection makes learning a dynamic and
interactive process. Reflection serves as a bridge between past, present and future; it
signifies a pause in order to reposition oneself. For the learning/training process, reflection
means connecting the current learning situation with vocational goals and individual life
perspective. By reflecting on past learning phases, the following phases can be better
planned and integrate technical, methodical and social learning processes.
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Principle: Orientation on participation through transparency and interaction
Participation refers to the degree of co-determination and co-decision by learners in the
learning/training process and forms the central quality criterion of SDL. Orientation on
participation is closely connected to transparency and interaction.
Transparency refers to an open and honest learning/training situation – organisation,
contents, methods and media are clearly identified and are a prerequisite for active
participation by the learners. Learners willingly take responsibility for their individual and the
collective learning process. Interaction refers to the communication through which the
whole situation is negotiated.
The overall aim of this approach is to unlock the potentials and competences which can be
achieved by everyone involved in the process. Opening fields of interactive participation
proves to be a particularly big challenge for training providers, since this interaction between
learners and advisors requires openness at an institutional level. Structural limitations of
responsibility and decision-making show up here very frequently, and are readdressed when
implementing SDL.
Principle: Orientation on the process
In addition to a thoughtful handling of individual and collective learning processes, SDL
requires a certain open mindedness. Revisions of the process have to be possible and the
results are not like those of a closed curriculum with predefined goals. Professional
management of the process can offer learning opportunities beyond the pre-planned
curriculum; they are integrated upon request of the participants and are therefore most
likely correspond to their immediate interests and needs. This open approach can often be
demanding on those involved, so basic orientation must be provided and the results made
transparent.
Principle: Orientation on the interests of the learners
The principles of orientation on the participants, on participation and on the process are
strongly related to other factors centred on the learners: Orientation on the (learning)
interests of the participants. These form the starting point for decisions on didactics and
contents. For the learners, identifying relevant interests helps to define individual goals and
is closely connected to maintaining motivation – learning about interests is a much stronger
and longer lasting incentive than others. Transparency of different personal interests show
balance in the group, learning settings can then be arranged so that all interests are
considered. Balancing interests means recognising of the value of a variety of interests,
whereby self-directed learning is supported.
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5.5. Open distance learning (ODL)
“Open and Distance Learning (ODL) combines the properties of open learning with those of
distance learning. Open learning refers to minimal constraints on access, pace and method
of study. Distance learning refers to the use of techniques (increasingly ICT) to make learning
possible by bridging the spatial and sometimes also temporal distance between teachers and
learners.
In the last years the emphasis has been placed on so called “blended” learning: In blended
learning a mix of e-learning / online learning and traditional classroom training constitutes a
model where the advantages from both types are combined.
Blended learning is supported by theoretical approaches saying that a certain amount of
real-life interaction is crucial in many, if not most learning projects.
Most ODL is designed to meet the needs of an adult learner. The types of ODL can be
categorised as follows:
 Formal
 Non-formal
 Informal
The formal education is typically provided by an education or training organisation. It is
structured in terms of learning objectives, learning time or learning support and it leads to
certification.
The non-formal type is also provided by an education or training institution but what
distinguishes it from the formal type is that the non-formal education does not lead to
certification. It is however structured in terms of learning objectives, learning time or
learning support.
The informal education results from the daily life activities: work, play, family, and leisure. It
is not structured in terms of learning objectives, time or support and does usually not lead to
certification.
What is the difference between ODL and studying in a conventional education system?
In a conventional education system, learners need to attend daily lectures and be present in
the campus. Therefore, for a working adult learner, this system will be difficult for them to
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study and work at the same time. However, in ODL, learners can work and further their
education at the same time. Learners are also not required to travel for class every day.

5.6. Content integrating language learning
Integrating contents means both learning another subject through a second/foreign
language and learning a second/foreign language by studying a content-based subject (CLIL).
It is a form of bilingual/pluri-lingual education, the term CLIL was coined by David Marsh of
the University of Jyväskylä in Finland.
CLIL is not a new concept. It has been introduced in many ways since Ancient Rome,
certainly even before. Over the course of time it has been named in different ways, e.g.
immersion education, content-based language teaching, mainstream bilingual education,
language enriched education, bilingual education. In most European countries today the
term CLIL is used. This is a better term because it neither emphasises the language nor the
subject as more important, but acknowledges both the target language and the subject/s as
integrated parts of the whole.
With regards to reaching our target group and motivating them to participate in language
learning courses, the Content and Language Integrated Learning comes out to be a suitable
approach to meet their didactical needs. This type of CLIL is new to many mainstream
education environments. In these environments it has not previously been regarded as
necessary to teach learners much about languages and communication. However, due to
changes in the world and the challenges young European people now face, their
requirements have changed education.
5.6.1. Why Content and Language Integrated Learning for learners?
There are four important reasons for the integration of language and content.
1. Language is acquired most effectively when it is learned for communication in meaningful
and significant social situations.
2. The integration of content and second language instruction provides substantive basis
and exposure for language learning.
3. Language acquisition naturally goes hand in hand with cognitive development.
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4. Knowing how to use language in one context does not necessarily mean knowing how to
use it in another. The integration of second language instruction with content instruction
respects the specificity of functional language use.
Tutors could be teachers of special subjects as well as language teachers. They can work
“alone” in their classes, where they integrate both the subject matter and the target
language, or in a team which will highlight the advantages of working with other
professionals in an integrated way.
A research report emphasises five dimensions for introducing Content and Language
Integrated Learning into teaching. They are based on issues related to culture, environment,
language, content and learning. Each of these includes a number of focus points carried out
in accordance with three major criteria: age-range of learners, socio-linguistic environment
and degree of exposure to this didactical approach.
These dimensions should not be viewed as independent from one another, as they are
usually heavily inter-related in practice.
5.6.2. The five dimensions of CLIL
The Culture Dimension – CULTIX
Build intercultural knowledge & understanding
Develop intercultural communication skills
Learn about specific neighbouring countries/regions and/or minority groups
Introduce the wider cultural context
The Environment Dimension – ENTIX
Prepare for internationalisation, specifically EU-integration
Access International Certification
Enhance school profile
The Language Dimension – LANTIX
Improve overall target language competence
Develop oral communication skills
Develop pluri-lingual interests and attitudes
Introduce a target language
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The Content Dimension – CONTIX
Provide opportunities to study content through different perspectives
Access subject-specific target language terminology
Prepare for future studies and/or working life
The Learning Dimension – LEARNTIX
Complement individual learning strategies
Diversify methods & forms of classroom practice
Increase learner motivation
The period of time over which CLIL is taught varies considerably. From an occasional half
day, to as much as a whole curriculum, depending on what resources are available and the
overall aims of the learners.

5.7. Who are the learners and what are their aims and objectives?
One of the starting-points of Content and Language Integrated Learning is that the learner
takes an active role in the learning process, generating ideas and providing her/himself with
learning opportunities, rather than simply reacting to various stimuli from the teacher. The
learner is not a passive subject to whom things merely happen; but someone who causes
things to happen. Learning is seen as the result of her/his own self-initiated interaction with
the world.
Before starting the course it may be useful for teachers/trainers to make a map of the
learners to get realistic profiles of them and their competences. Teachers need to know who
they are dealing with, their expectations and their aims for the course.
Participants can then understand where their own strengths and weaknesses lie and take
responsibility for working on any problems. The self-assessment could even be completed
with a short language autobiography.
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6. Activities
The main activities will focus on literacy and digital basic competences, and the samples
below are more general activities for start-up and ice-breaking.
Samples of activities
Icebreaker
I am the only one, who…
Learning Outcomes
linked
Unit of the Learning
Outcomes linked
Summary of the
Activity

It is very important to establish a relation between the participants at the
beginning of the course in order to develop a sense of community and
belonging - this introductory game supports this idea.
This activity provides an informal atmosphere and helps the trainer as well as
the participants to get to know each other.
With respect to the context of intercultural competence, the activity raises
awareness for the challenges that people face who are considered to be
“different”. Although people have a lot of things in common, they are also
different and unique. It can sometimes be difficult for us to deal with these
cultural differences.

Duration of the
Activity
Aims of the Activity

Approximately 20-30 minutes
The main target of this activity is to gain an understanding that people are
different and that it is important to consider this. Being “the only one” can be
an everyday experience especially for immigrants and the participants of this
activity experience this first-hand.

Guidances for a proper performance of the Activity
Materials needed to
perform the Activity

No materials necessary

Methodology to
Implement and
Develop the Activity

The group is standing in a circle. You as the trainer ask the participants: “Please
think about something (a habit, an experience, a circumstance…), that you
think no one else in the room shares.”
Then, each participant steps into the centre of the circle, only one at a time,
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and says: “I am the only one, who…” (e.g. “…always wears red socks”). If there
is someone else in the group, who shares the same thing, this person joins the
other participant in the centre in order to demonstrate this. In case of no one
else sharing this experience, the group continues.

It is not important to do it in turn. Sometime it takes pressure from people to
allow them to step into the circle as soon as they can think of a habit, hobby,
experience, etc.

It is not absolutely required that they state something they really think no-one
shares.
Guidance once the
activity is over

At the end of the activity, the group discusses their feelings about being the
only person in the centre of the circle (or not).
The trainer responds to the individual feelings of the participants. In addition,
the trainer needs to bear in mind that some participants might be too inhibited
to expose their uniqueness in front of a big group they even hardly know.
Interesting aspects:
“How did it feel to be the only one in the middle of the group (or not)?” (e.g.
relief, discomfort)
“Were you surprised to be joined by XY?” (it can be surprising to be joined by a
person you did not expect, or not to be joint by a person you actually did
expect to be joined)

Assessment of the
Activity
Improvement
Proposal of the
Activity

Learning Outcomes
linked

Unit of the Learning
Outcomes linked
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What’s in it for me?
The learning outcomes in this activity will give the participants the opportunity
to reflect about the knowledge they have acquired during the previous
activities. The reflections are to be presented in the group on an individual
basis. The emphasis should be on the theme: What’s in it for me?
We generate here a basic knowledge of how to express and present a mixed
material built on your learning from various sources combined with your own
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thoughts and ideas.
Summary of the
Activity

The trainer starts this activity by explaining the purpose of it. The participants
should be trained to reflect and to present their reflections in a proper manner.
This activity also includes training in how to take into consideration differences
in generational aspects and desires upon this topic.

Duration of the
Activity

Each participant is estimated to need half a day to reflect and document the
reflections and to make a presentation.
The presentation is maximized to 30 minutes, including time for questions.

Aims of the Activity

We want the participants to learn about how to put together and document a
material suitable to a variety of people by using theory and their own and
others experiences.

Guidances for a proper performance of the Activity
Materials needed to
For this activity the participants needs a computer and a beamer for presenting
perform the Activity
purposes. Additionally some paper/flip charts as well as pencil/text markers are
needed so the participants can build their presentation.
Methodology to
Implement and
Develop the Activity

The use of reflection is highlighted and discussed, the questions of why, how
and when are dealt with.
The participants view their own experiences from reflection based on why, how
and when.
The forum for the activity is discussion and how to answer the question of
“What’s in it for me?”
The results are documented

Guidance once the
activity is over
Assessment of the
Activity

Assessment should be made on the forum itself, how it was perceived and if it
raised the wright issues.

Improvement
Proposal of the
Activity

GROW
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In this activity, learners will learn to use the GROW-method as an instrument to
help others to identify and set goals. This method is very suitable to use either
in group settings or as an individual exercise.

Duration of the
Activity



In a face to face setting, from 1 to 3 hours



Individual 1 to 2 hours

Aims of the Activity

The aims of the activity are:


To get a clear understanding about the model



How to use the model



To be able to teach to others how to use the model

Guidances for a proper performance of the Activity
Materials needed to
perform the Activity

TheGROW-model
The coaching sessions are built on the following method described below, the
method is based on the assumption that the process is owned by the individual,
not by the coach. The GROW-model is used as a base, not as a step-by-step
model, for individual sessions.
Four steps + one initial step: Topic, Goal, Reality, Options, Way forward
Topic
-Establish contact, get a feeling that you are ”in” the situation. This is about
motions, feelings and trust.
-Decide on a topic for the dialogue, a) knowledge- or competence development
in some specific area, b) to get some understanding about how certain issues
are connected or constructed, c) a problem regarding work, social life, private
life, health etc.
-Make a plan for the dialogue or sessions of dialogues regarding the chosen
topic.
Goal
-Decide about what is to come out from the dialogues: a) an action plan for
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knowledge- and competence development, b) a preliminary or definitive
solution of the problem, c) highlight the problem using mentoring, d) make an
action plan on how to solve the problem.
-Document the expected result, which should be equivalent to the goal, and it
should also be SMART (specific, measureable, adapted, relevant and time set)
to be able to follow up on how you are progressing in relation to your time
frame.
-Express your aim. That is, what you want to gain by reaching your goal or
goals.
Reality
-Talk about different aspects of the present situation. The mentor confirms that
he or she understands (by being “in” the situation), put in questions for
clarification. The mentor doesn’t contribute with teaching, guidance or
counselling.
-Do not use standardized questions. When questioning, this should be done in
the context of the dialogue. Questions could be formulated according to the
Case method.
Options
-In this section of the dialogue it’s about finding ways and options to reach the
goal.
-The ideal situation is when the client come up with his or hers own solutions
to reach the goal.
-Different approaches could (should) be tested. Then the action plan should be
formulated.
Way Forward
-Finally the client chooses a way to reach the goal. You try different
alternatives, those that were discussed under section O (options), and those
that rise during the process.
-A great deal of learning will take place during this process.
Methodology to
Implement and
Develop the Activity

To begin with, the GROW-model is used as a base, not as a step-by-step model,
for individual sessions or individual work. The different parts in the model can
help you to set your goals quite narrow.
It is for the Mentor to learn this model, how to really use it and how to use it
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when face to face sessions are asked for.
A good way of achieving this is to have someone well familiar with how to work
with the model to teach the learners in real face to face situations, thus letting
the learners get a feel for this method.
Recommendation: To make a contract of the results with the responders of
their obligations to the results of this activity.

Guidance once the
activity is over
Assessment of the
Activity

After the activity, the learners should be prepared on what kind of questions
could be raised by the participants and how to respond.
The following aspects can be assessed:


Did the participants reach to set a goal?


Did the participants learn how to use this model, and are they able to
pass this knowledge on to others?
Improvement
Proposal of the
Activity

Learning Outcomes
linked
Unit of the Learning
Outcomes linked
Summary of the
Activity

Duration of the
Activity
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Tell the story of your life!
Within this unit we want the participants to exchange their way of
communication. We also want the participants the to observe and be aware of
the differences in language and ways of communication..

Each participant makes a short story, from their life, and presents this to the
group of both seniors and youngsters. It is important that each participant use
their own way of expression!
For each story told one person is appointed as a “re-teller” of that particular
story, i.e. when a senior is telling a story it is a youngster re-telling the story
and vice versa.
Preparation of stories: 1 hour
Presentation of stories: 10 minutes/story
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Re-telling of stories: 5 minutes/story
Discussions: 5 minutes/story
To increase the understanding of language in different shapes, the participants
get the opportunity to show their understanding from the “re-telling” or
interpretations of each other’s stories.

Guidances for a proper performance of the Activity
Materials needed to
perform the Activity

Pencil and paper

Methodology to
Implement and
Develop the Activity

This exercise starts with a very shorthanded instruction; it is for the
participants to present their stories in their own way and in their own language
and expressions.
The emphasis is not on the presentations of the stories itself, but rather on the
re-telling of the stories and the discussions about the stories and the
differences in language between generations, cultural background etc.
It is very useful (important) that the stories told by each participant is
expressed with the use of their own language, they might also exaggerate their
use of specific generational, cultural or gender terms or words to make the
exercise more exciting and challenging.

Guidance once the
activity is over

Guidance after this exercise should be focused on the importance of
recognizing and understand differences in the appearance of communication.

Assessment of the
Activity
Improvement
Proposal of the
Activity
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ICT Skills – Self-Assessment
Name:
Have
heard of
Skills

Can
do

Could
explain
it to
someone

Have
used it
in the
last
week

Have
used it
in the
last
month

Have it
used
once or
twice

Use CD-ROMs to look for
information
Use the Internet
Use in Internet searches
Use database queries
Use a scanner
Use e-mail and attachments
Use mail merge
Use frames/tables
Use ‘Import’
Use templates
Create contents list or index
Set margins, headers/footers
Create simple macros
Good presentation
Use of spreadsheet
Create charts in spreadsheets
Use cell references in
spreadsheets
Set up a database
Use spell check and
proofread
This template is presented as an example of an assessment tool when determine the level of
ICT-skills for the participants in order to better plan modules for the understanding and use
of ICT.
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To think about
What is the problem, “the real problem”?
What is the root to the problem?
Who owns the problem?
How do you define the problem?
How do you set goals for this intervention?
Who is setting the goal/s?
What do you analyse?
Who is doing the analysis?
What are some possible countermeasures?
How will you choose which countermeasures to propose?
How will you get agreement among everyone concerned?
What is your implementation plan? Timetable?
How will you know if your countermeasures works?
How will you measure results?
How will you choose tools for check-up on the results?
What implementation issues can you anticipate?
How can these be overcome?
How will you ensure follow up and continuous improvement?

Some links to interesting sites about Mentoring
http://www.usask.ca/gmcte/mentoring/PDFPart2.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/11/f19/DOE_Mentoring%20Guidance%20%20Pgrm
%20Plan2_0.pdf
http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/228046
and Reverse mentoring
http://www.forbes.com/sites/work-in-progress/2011/01/03/reverse-mentoring-what-is-itand-why-is-it-beneficial/
http://www.weforum.org/pdf/ip/me/Reverse_Mentoring.pdf
https://blogs.cisco.com/diversity/how-to-set-up-a-reverse-mentoring-program-in-10-steps
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National links
United Kingdom
How to become a reverse mentor
Reverse mentoring can benefit young or less-experienced employees who want to develop their
skills. Here are some tips on how to get started
http://www.theguardian.com/careers/careers-blog/top-tips-becoming-a-reverse-mentor
National Institute of Adult Continuing Education
NIACE is the National Institute of Adult Continuing Education, the national voice for lifelong learning.
They are a large, internationally respected development organisation and think-tank, working on
issues central to the economic renewal of the UK, particularly in the political economy, education
and learning, public policy and regeneration fields.
They campaign for the personal, social and economic benefits from lifelong learning, work to
improve peoples’ experience of the adult learning and skills system, and fight for all adults to have
opportunities throughout their lives to participate in and benefit from learning.
Learning benefits individuals, families, communities, employers, the economy and society as a whole.
Those who participate in learning are likely to be healthier, happier and better paid than those who
do not. Their research shows that there are many adults less likely to participate in learning for a
variety of reasons, and their work tackles inequalities and empowers individuals from underrepresented groups to take control of their lives and realise their potential.
They are a membership organisation, and their work is local, national and pan-European, across all
types of learning including literacy and numeracy, digital, further/higher education, apprenticeships,
workplace, community learning, leisure and citizenship. Their specialism is post-16 learning and
skills, but they increasingly work across all age ranges from early years to later life.
1 in 6 UK adults struggles with literacy, 1 in 4 with numeracy, while many struggle with other life
skills. Their work aims to build more integrated support, better local planning and delivery, taking
forward the recommendations of their Family Learning Inquiry.
NIACE will be exploring how to make digital learning more accessible to benefit both individuals and
the economy,
http://www.niace.org.uk/
UK Government Policy Paper on Government Digital Inclusion Strategy.
2014 marked the 25th anniversary of the world wide web. The web has transformed almost every
aspect of public, private and work life, however recent research published by the BBC has found that
21% of Britain’s population lack the basic digital skills and capabilities required to realise the benefits
of the internet.
This Digital Inclusion Strategy sets out 10 actions that not just Government but also partners from
the public, private and voluntary sectors will take to reduce digital exclusion.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-digital-inclusion-strategy/governmentdigital-inclusion-strategy
Skills for older learners - The impact of adult community learning on the wellbeing of older
learners
The Welsh Government gives good priority to older learners and works with 16 adult community
learning (ACL) partnerships across Wales to provide lifelong learning for older learners in the
community. These partnerships are at their most effective when supporting learners between 50 and
65 years old who are not in employment or are in groups that do not access learning outside their
communities. Many of these older people have developed their literacy, numeracy and information
and communication technology (ICT) skills through community learning opportunities and this has
improved their employability.
However, the current emphasis on skills for employment has resulted in gaps in the provision for
other older learners, mainly those over 65 years old, who are retired, and some of whom are in
isolated or vulnerable situations. These older learners do not have access to education and skills
development opportunities that could contribute to their continued health and wellbeing in the next
phase of their lives.
The curriculum offered to these older learners, including those who can pay for
Courses, is inflexible, does not meet their needs adequately and does not promote lifelong learning.
Enrolments in adult education fall dramatically in the over-70 age group.
This paper provides a summary, findings and recommendations from many sources with regards to
skills for older learners.
http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/13723/1/Skills_for_older_learners_the_impact_of_adult_community_learning
_on_the_wellbeing_of_older_learners_-_January_2012%5B1%5D.pdf
Link – Information with regards to what is reverse mentoring?
http://chronus.com/reverse-mentoring
Link - About Mind Tools, Essential Skills for an Excellent Career
Established in 1996, Mind Tools helps more than 25,000,000 people each year. These individuals
come from many different levels within organizations – ranging from senior executives and business
owners to young professionals and career-starters.
Many top, global organizations also use their material to increase productivity, improve management
and leadership skills, and support organizational development initiatives.
You can learn hundreds of useful career skills for free on their website, and you can receive new
management and career techniques every week by subscribing to their free newsletter. This can help
you to make personal development an ongoing part of your life, keeping your skills fresh and up-todate.
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/reverse-mentoring.htm
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Sweden
Reverse, mentoring gives youthful impulses
The city Skellefteå has been through a unique project that turned things around and allowed the
young people to become mentors for managers in the business and the public sector.
http://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/pressreleases/omvaent-mentorskap-ger-ungdomliga-impulser118727 (SE)

Mentor role is more attractive. Mentoring is becoming a common alternative to leadership
development. Older experienced managers support the younger more inexperienced by repeating
calls. The reverse also occurs, younger who support the elderly, but is not as common. In contrast,
the role of mentor to attract more and more. And it may be about to become an alternative labor.
http://www.svd.se/mentorskap-ny-arbetsmarknad (SE)

Mentoring is one of the cornerstones of leadership and involves learning and development for both
mentors and mentees. Dialogue is the foundation of mentoring and to dialogue is an opportunity
both for himself and the other. Reflection is the way to new knowledge.
https://www.ledarna.se/globalassets/chefen-och--skrifter/chefen_mentorskap.pdf (SE)

The younger generation leaves the provinces and pensioners are living longer and are healthier. Does
this mean that the older generation becomes an obstacle or an opportunity to create dynamic
development in a municipality?
http://www.250mojligheter.com/generationsmotet-konflikt-eller-kreativitet/ (SE)

What is really intergenerational learning?
Intergenerational learning is not something you achieves through occasional, short courses. No,
intergenerational learning is a process that takes time and is based on long-term cooperation
http://center.hj.se/encell/nyheter/arkiv/2015-06-17-vad-innebar-egentligengenerationsoverskridande-larande.html (SE)

Klassmorfar reduce the generation gap. Sweden's welfare system do this is quite rare generational
meetings through voluntary work. The project Klassmorfar is an example of how to reduce age
discrimination in the workplace.
http://nvl.org/content/id/5421/klassmorfar-minskar-generationsklyftorna (SE)
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Bulgaria
1. http://www.ngobg.info
The Portal of the NGOs in Bulgaria. It is the primary and most accurate source of information about
Bulgarian NGOs. The database with information about active NGOs is the core of the portal.
The NGOs in BG are among the most active organizations delivering social services to elderly people.
2. http://www.sociale.bg
The Bulgarian National network for supporting senior citizens is an activity of the Institute of Social
Entrepreneurship. The network is created by providers of social services for the elderly and people
with disabilities.
3. http://www.new.sliven.net/sys/news/index.php?id=6314
In the News: Sliven Municipality organized a meeting of the National Advisory Group for the project
"Mentoring for Adults."
The project "Mentoring for Adults" was funded by the "Leonardo da Vinci" programme of the
European Commission (2007). Contractor on the project was the Municipality of Sliven with partners
from Bulgaria, Poland, Slovenia and UK.
4. http://company.jabulgaria.org/mentors/
Junior achievement Bulgaria, Portal for training companies
A program for volunteering mentors started in 2010 and aimed to attract more business practitioners
in the classrooms to improve the educational process.
5. http://www.glbulgaria.bg/bg/node/4217
A library in a Bulgarian village (Caracovo village, Plovdiv region) started training in computer literacy
for adults.

Spain
Young people not only have a lot to learn from the elderly, but also a lot to teach. Intergenerational
learning offers valuable opportunities not only experiential learning, but also for students to adopt
new roles.
http://formacionxxi.com/porqualMagazine/do/get/magazineArticle/2006/10/text/xml/El_aprendizaj
e_intergeneracional.xml.html

We create a blog with our grandparents. Have you ever considered the immense wisdom that our
grandparents have given their life experience? Can you imagine involve them in your technological
knowledge, while they teach thee aspects and visions that probably were unaware about certain
topics?
http://www.smconectados.com/Recursos_didacticos_Noviembre_Aprendizaje_intergeneracional_Ed
ucacion_inclusiva.html
We must create intergenerational spaces in schools where few generations learn from others
http://www.salvarojeducacion.com/2013/01/abrir-nuestras-aulas-al-aprendizaje.html
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Study
on
a
relationship
between
education
and
age.
implications
theory and practice are important keys: the active involvement of older people in the learning
process through dialogue and communication, transmission their own knowledge and experience as
educational content, learning connection with other age groups, personal development and social
commitment Community and educational objectives,
http://www.mecd.gob.es/dctm/revista-deeducacion/articulosre346/re34618.pdf?documentId=0901e72b81236b84

Using technology to connect generations: consideration of form and function. Within the
intergenerational field it is increasing interest around the possibilities of expanding the role of
technology in intergenerational programs. Consequently, this article focuses on the processes of
education and learning occurring within intergenerational programs with a strong technological
component
http://www.revistacomunicar.com/index.php?contenido=detalles&numero=45&articulo=45-2015-10

Portugal
Project of Training and Intergenerational Learning
Senior School of Education is located in Higher School of Education of Coimbra headquarters
and promotes a non-formal training to adults with 50 years or more, for high and low skill
people. There are two kinds of curricular programs: one developed by volunteers’ trainers
with high education in a range of study areas including basic ITC competences and another
with some vacant seats in the regular training (Bachelors; Masters and PHDs) where adults
share their life experiences/ life history to students and mutually enriched themselves.
https://www.esec.pt/noticia.php?id=355

Link – Project on basic digital competences to older learners
The e-mili @ is a program of the City Council of Santa Maria da Feira, sponsored by the
Division of Social Action and Quality of Life, which streamlines training sessions free
computer and internet access, in various parts of the county. This program is intended for all
adults over the age of 60 years resident in the municipality of Santa Maria da Feira, who
wish to learn or find out more about new technologies and Internet use. These training
sessions are developed by young volunteers.
http://emilia.cm-feira.pt/iniciativas/e-milia
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Link- Communication platform for seniors and professionals working in the field of aging
Communication platform for seniors and professionals working in the field of aging: studies,
manuals, solutions, inspiration and motivation; shared interests and experiences. Meet and
Connect the TiO!
http://projectotio.net/ligue-se

Link – Seniors increase theirs digital competences
When the initial difficulty to use of ICTs is overcome by seniors and increases their contacts
with family members and wide community and promotes their social integration with young
ICTs language and knowledge. Video in Senior University of Gondomar webpage.
http://www.uf-gvj.pt/projetos/117/#.VkXJovmp0dV

International links
The DIGIKOMBI project Library initiative for a national model to improve digital competence, Norway
The Norwegian Government Report No.17 (2006-2007) – An Information Society for All – pays
particular attention to libraries as arenas where the general public can develop digital skills.
According to a survey carried out by Vox, Norwegian Institute for Adult Learning, more than a
quarter of the Norwegian population lack the skills to make use of digital technology.
http://slq.nu/?article=norway-the-digikombi-project-library-initiative-for-a-national-model-toimprove-digital-competence
Link- The ICT mentor` s companion Singapore.
The ICT Mentor Programme was implemented in 2010 to build a critical mass of teacher champions
in designing and diffusing effective ICT practices in schools. The ICT mentors were trained in phases
from 2010 to 2012. Presently, every school has up to four ICT mentors whose key responsibility is to
cascade good practices within the school. The mentors serve as peer coaches and role models for
other teachers in the design and delivery of ICT-enriched self-directed and collaborative learning
experiences for different subject disciplines.
The ICT Mentor`s Companion puts together useful tips, ideas, strategies and templates for the ICT
mentors as well as interested staff developers, senior teachers or any school personnel who are keen
to learn more about coaching and mentoring strategies for effective ICT use. The Companion also
provides background information and essentials of mentoring processes, a variety of learning
resources and ideas to support the professional development of the ICT mentors and their mentees.
https://ictlt2012-jobe.wikispaces.com/file/view/The+ICT+Mentor's+Companion.pdf
Link- Mentoring for adult learners, a You Tube presentation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJ0lFRwRiRs
Why You Need a ‘Reverse Mentor’ at Work
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That 20-something in the next cubicle can make you more valuable to your boss
http://www.nextavenue.org/why-you-need-reverse-mentor-work/

Reverse mentoring: How millennials are becoming the new mentors
https://news.microsoft.com/europe/features/reverse-mentoring-how-millennials-are-becomingthe-new-mentors/

Reverse Mentoring: A New World of Learning
http://www.discoveraxa.com/articles/reverse-mentoring-a-new-world-of-learning

A book about reverse mentoring in different countries
https://books.google.se/books?id=SyVxNfJ94pMC&pg=PT180&lpg=PT180&dq=reverse+mentoring
+in+different+countries&source=bl&ots=BgqCVH9tKQ&sig=mk4ZvnUywQf11QJWP_A9QZbbdSM&
hl=sv&sa=X&ved=0CB4Q6AEwADgKahUKEwjCrfaTIzJAhUpwHIKHYrCAV0#v=onepage&q=reverse%20mentoring%20in%20different%20countries&f=fa
lse

S2C embraces reverse mentoring
http://www.africaymca.org/s2c-embraces-reverse-mentoring/

Article: Pairing Up With a Younger Mentor
In 'Reverse Mentoring,' Tech-Savvy Twentysomethings Help Older Managers
http://www.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303903304579588122552355480?mg=ren
o64wsj&url=http%3A%2F%2Fonline.wsj.com%2Farticle%2FSB100014240527023039033045795881
22552355480.html

Reverse Mentoring: What it is and Why it is Beneficial
Article in Forbes, Jan. 3, 2011, Lisa Quast, contributor
http://www.forbes.com/sites/work-in-progress/2011/01/03/reverse-mentoring-what-is-it-and-whyis-it-beneficial/
Intergenerational Learning in Europe
Policies, Programmes & Practical Guidance
Final report of EAGLE-Project (Εuropean Approaches to Inter-Generational Lifelong Learning)
http://www.menon.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/final-report.pdf
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ENIL European Network for Intergenerational Learning (IGL).
http://www.enilnet.eu/
European Map of Intergenerational Learning - EMIL.
EMIL is a collaborative network of members working together to support intergenerational learning
taking place across Europe.
http://www.emil-network.eu
Project SILVER - Successful Intergenerational Learning through Validation, Education and Research
Optimizing learning as a bridge between generations.
http://www.intergenerationallearning.eu/
Intergenerational Learning and blended learning methodology Spaces Contexts (Intergenerational
Learning in Blended Environments and Spaces) ILBES is a new approach developed ad hoc for a
training cycle in which young people support the greater use of ICT and, in return, mentoring older
youth in their efforts to enter the labor market and meet the challenges of adult life
http://escouts2.eu/content/sobre-el-proyecto ; http://escouts.eu/spanish/
In the participating countries the partners developed workshops on how to build a creatively new
forms of digital communication in collaboration with local, such as museums, schools, institutions
linked to youth and seniors organizations. It was, therefore, shorten the generation gap and digital
divide
http://issuu.com/ibk-kubia/docs/manual_mixages_web

The Apprentice Link is an innovative and intelligent design program that helps seniors. High school
student volunteers help older people improve their technological skills, teaching them how to use
computers, laptops, smartphones, tablets and e-readers. Older people in turn will mentor students in
life skills. The program is run by the Public Library in the city of Cobourg Cobourg in Canada.
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/the-learner-link

Intergenerational Learning Programme (ILP) even students with older students to learn about various
topics such as computing, social media and photography. It serves as a platform for elderly people to
pursue lifelong learning and helps strengthen intergenerational ties. This initiative C3A is now
available through Fei Yue Community Services
http://www.c3a.org.sg/Aboutus_details.do?id=57

The program allows share an intergenerational learning experience that provides learning
opportunities for both younger and older participants
http://inclusivedbq.org/intergenerational-learning-creates-an-inclusive-environment-for-all/
Or young adults when learning new concepts or ideas through interactions with older adults, the
exchange is intergenerational learning. Older adults (parents, grandparents, teachers or volunteers)
help young adults reading a book, writing a document. When young adults teach the elderly how to
use a cell phone, iPod or computer program, the exchange is also intergenerational learning.
http://www.examiner.com/article/dycd-offers-workshop-on-intergenerational-learning
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Intergenerational learning is the term used for this type of opportunity, when people of all ages learn
together and from each other. It is an important part of lifelong learning, where generations work
together to gain skills, values and knowledge
http://www.afs.org/blog/icl/?p=4020

The IGESL provides training and support to young people and adults to develop a variety of
international programs and publishes a facilitator manual for implementing an Intergenerational
http://igesl.elevatedpulse.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Intergenerational.pdf
A summary of analysed intergenerational learning practices in Europe and illustrates them through
short descriptions of concrete cases;
http://www.menon.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/final-report.pdf

Mentoring Skills: What is mentoring?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_f2JD5V2vh0

what not to do when mentoring
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C1j0beTn8_U
Guideline to senior mentoring for intergenerational learning
http://gemeinsam-in-europa.de/files/smile/Guideline_SMILE_final_englisch.pdf

Guide to intergenerational practice
http://www.centreforip.org.uk/res/documents/page/BJFGuidetoIPV2%20%2028%20Mar%2
02011.pdf

Dream A Dream - Be a Mentor
A Dream mentoring program initiative supporting young people
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24HqSC9antg
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Further reading
http://www.ictkeyskills.co.uk/tests.htm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/keyskills/it/
http://clil-cd.ecml.at/Team/Teammember4/tabid/941/language/en-GB/Default.aspx
http://www.selfdirectedlearning.com
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